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Introducing Windows 11, an OS designed for hybrid work.  
It’s built on the familiar Windows foundation but reimagined 
to boost employee productivity and enhance collaboration on 
the most secure version of Windows yet. It is more productive, 
more collaborative and consistent for IT, and secure for all.

The ThinkPad E15 Gen 2 i is an upgrade from the bottom up, 
assembled with the latest technology. Harness the power  
of 11th Gen Intel® CoreTM processor with the all-new  
Windows 11 OS, and NVIDIA® graphics for an ultimate 
boost at work. This enthralling performer lets you achieve 
everyday goals faster with an emphasis on convenience.

Compact design and integrated wireless earbuds  
offer mobility while also allowing you to engage  
in a meeting, wherever you are. Windows 11 Zero  
Trust out-of-the-box security, touchscreen display,1 
versatile connectivity ports, and other innovative features 
on this powerful machine elevate the user experience.

Lenovo recommends Windows 11 Pro for business

Now preloaded with



KEEPING IT COMPACT AND COMFORTABLE 
At 18.9mm and 1.7kg/3.7lbs., ThinkPad E15 Gen 2 i grabs your attention with its thinner  
and lighter build and premium aluminum finish. Get a screen-to-body-ratio of 85%  
on a 15.6-inch display, which means more screen real-estate in the same form factor.  
Moreover, a low blue light option on E15 ensures that you work efficiently without straining  
your eyes.   
 
ENHANCED UX WITH A SMARTER PC 

The ThinkPad E15 is equipped with smarter features like an AI-based noise-cancelling 
algorithm that reduces ambient noise, enabling productive meetings. Automate workflows 
across apps with Microsoft Power Automate on Windows 11. Simplify routine tasks like 
reporting, data entry, scheduling, and more with a low-code, guided process and hundreds  
of pre-built connectors. The laptop also intelligently maintains the optimum temperature  
even when you run heavy-duty tasks.

MEETINGS MADE CONVENIENT

Skip the hassle of searching for earbuds or untangling your earphones with integrated  
wireless earbuds on E15 that slide into the Versa Tray.1 The Bluetooth-enabled earbuds  
auto-connect to the system as soon as the tray pops out. It keeps the background in the 
background with intelligent noise cancelling and lets you focus on the meeting. Elevate online 
meeting experience to a new level with MS Teams integrated in the Windows 11 taskbar. 

AMPLIFIED CONNECTIVITY

Accessorize your laptop by connecting to multiple devices through a range of input/output 
ports. Speed up your transfers to as much as 40Gbps with ThunderboltTM 4 port.  
Multiple ports such as USB 3.1, USB 2.0, HDMI, and RJ45 let you connect to a range 
of peripherals. Save time and enable efficiency with Windows 11—minimize windows and 
apps on the external monitor to the taskbar when you disconnect and restore automatically 
when you reconnect.
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85% screen-to-body ratio (STBR)11th Gen Intel® CoreTM processors Integrated Earphone tray Secure IR camera
ThunderboltTM 4, full-function  
USB Type-C, HDMI, and more

performance
The 11th Gen Intel® CoreTM processor along with  
NVIDIA® MX450 graphics and up to 32GB DDR4 memory 
give you the impetus to push through demanding 
tasks. SSD storage with a dual-slot for extension 
provides faster access to files and applications.

 
user experience
Modern Standby with Wake-on-Voice lets you receive 
emails, IM notifications, and calls with the lid closed 
and get back to work with voice control. Windows 11  
offers a centered Start, clean layout, and effortless 
navigation, improving focus with a simpler,  
more intuitive UI. A 15.6-inch display with Full-HD,  
wide-viewing angle, 100% sRGB, and 300nits brightness 
ensures visuals appear vibrant, rich, and lifelike.  

security
Windows 11 Zero Trust security offers built-in automated 
protection from the chip to the cloud while ensuring 
productivity. ThinkShutter provides webcam privacy, while 
biometric security like Smart Power On and IR camera1 with 
Windows Hello allows for secure and convenient login. 
1Optional



accessories

LENOVO PROFESSIONAL WIRELESS KEYBOARD & MOUSE COMBO 
PN: Varies by country

This combo allows you to connect both keyboard and mouse 
using only one nano USB wireless receiver. The slim, wireless 
keyboard feels responsive and includes an adjustable tilt leg, 
numeric keypad, and spill-resistant design. The full-size  
wireless mouse accommodates left- and right-handed users 
with an ambidextrous five-button design for four-way scrolling.

LENOVO 15.6-INCH COMMUTER BACKPACK
PN:  4X40U45347

Sturdy enough for the great outdoors yet stylish for the  
modern office, this lightweight, weather-proof backpack has 
the versatility for both workdays and weekends. It keeps your 
laptop, electronics, and accessories organized and protected 
in one compartment, while clothes and shoes fit neatly in a 
separate wet/dry ventilation compartment. A back panel 
security pocket, trolley strap, and removable shoulder straps 
round out the features that make this ideal for professionals on 
the move.

LENOVO 700 ULTRAPORTABLE BLUETOOTH SPEAKER 
PN:  4XD0T32974

Turn any space into a meeting room with this ultraportable  
Bluetooth speaker. Up to 12 hours of audio playback with  
Bluetooth® 5.0 or USB Type-C connectivity offers an enriched 
audio experience that goes on and on. At just 11mm thickness, 
this wireless Bluetooth speaker can easily fit in a pocket.

performance
PROCESSOR
Up to 11th Generation Intel® Core™ i7 Processor 

OPERATING SYSTEM
Up to Windows 11 Pro (64-bit)

GRAPHICS
Integrated Intel® UHD Graphics;
Discrete NVIDIA® MX450 with 2GB GDDR5

CAMERA
HD, HD+IR Camera,2 ThinkShutter

MEMORY
Up to 32GB DDR4 (2667MHz)

STORAGE
SSD 1: Up to 1TB SSD M.2 PCIe
SSD 2 (optional): Up to 512GB SSD M.2 PCIe 

BATTERY
Up to 8.4 hours1 with 45Whr battery

AC ADAPTER
Up to Type-C 65W (supports RapidCharge)

AUDIO
2 x 2W stereo speakers 

connectivity
INPUT/OUTPUT PORTS 
1 x ThunderboltTM 4
1 x USB 3.1 Gen1
1 x USB 2.0
1 x HDMI 2.0
1 x RJ45
1 x combo mic/audio

WLAN
Wi-Fi 5 WLAN 802.11 AC
Wi-Fi 6 WLAN 802.11 AX
Bluetooth® 5.0

DOCKING 
Thunderbolt™ 3 
ThinkPad USB-C Dock Gen2 
Hybrid USB-C Dock

security
Smart Power On (Integrated FPR on power button)
ThinkShutter camera cover  
Kensington™ lock slot  

design
DISPLAY
15.6” FHD TN (220nits) with anti-glare
15.6” FHD IPS (250nits) with anti-glare
15.6” FHD IPS (300nits) with anti-glare, touchscreen
15.6” FHD IPS (300nits), 100% sRGB

DIMENSIONS (W X D X H)
365 x 240 x 18.9mm
14.37 x 9.44 x 0.74 inches

WEIGHT
Starts at 1.70kg/3.74lbs. 

KEYBOARD
Optional full-size backlit

COLORS
Black
Mineral metallic

USER EXPERIENCE
Smart Power On 
Integrated wireless earbuds with Versa Tray2

 
optional services
PREMIER SUPPORT
Bypass phone menus and scripted troubleshooting to access advanced-level technicians 
with the expertise needed to quickly diagnose and solve problems. Get a consistent point of 
contact within Lenovo to ensure that your case resolution is professionally managed from start 
to finish. 3,4

ACCIDENTAL DAMAGE PROTECTION (ADP)
Protect your investment from operational or structural damage caused by common accidents 
like drops, spills, or electrical surges. This protection plan helps with predictable budgeting, 
minimizes unexpected repair costs and provides significant savings relative to the cost of non-
covered repairs.3,4

WARRANTY EXTENSION 
This fixed-term, fixed-cost service helps you accurately budget for PC expenses, protect your 
investment, and lower the cost of ownership over time.3 
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configuration and operating environments, the actual transfer rate using the various 
USB connectors on this device will vary and is typically slower than the data rates as 
defined by the respective USB specifications: - 5 Gbit/s for USB 3.1 Gen1; 10 Gbit/s 
for USB 3.1 Gen2 & 20 Gbit/s for USB 3.2. These products are available while supplies 
last. Prices shown are subject to change without notice. For any questions concerning 
price, please contact your Lenovo Account Executive. Lenovo is not responsible for 
photographic or typographic errors. Warranty: For a copy of applicable warranties, 
write to: Warranty Information, 500 Park Offices Drive, RTP, NC 27709, Attn: Dept. 
ZPYA/B600. Lenovo makes no representation or warranty regarding third-party 
products or services. Trademarks: Lenovo, the Lenovo logo, Rescue and Recovery, 
ThinkPad, ThinkCentre, ThinkStation, ThinkVantage, and ThinkVision are trademarks 
or registered trademarks of Lenovo. Microsoft, Windows, and Vista are registered 
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1Battery life claims are based on results using both MobileMark 2018 benchmark tests. 
Actual battery life will vary and depends on usage and configurations.
2Optional
3Up to 5 years total duration

Devices preloaded with new  
Windows 11 will have separate  
part numbers


